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It is impossible to introduce Compagnie Fruitière's 2019 CSR Report without mentioning the 
coronavirus crisis and its impact on our activities. Like any company, Compagnie Fruitière 
has been affected by the virus. The women and men at the Group have worked energetically 
and effectively to implement and comply with the necessary protective measures, while 
preserving economic activity, because the production and distribution of fruit and vegetables 
is essential to human life. 
This crisis raises many questions about our development models, both economic and social, 
and the answers are not obvious. However, it is certain that companies cannot develop without 
fully committing themselves to a sustainable approach that respects human beings and nature. 
Compagnie Fruitière has long been committed to the issues of maintaining well-being at work, 
integrating into the local social structure and protecting nature. In 2019, it continued to pursue 
its CSR commitments on its plantations, in all occupations, on three continents and in relation 
to its customers and partners.
Some major milestones were achieved in 2019. A Research 
and Development structuring program to accelerate the 
implementation of new environmentally friendly agricultural 
practices was signed at the beginning of the year with 
CIRAD. Alongside the development of our Organic Farming 
areas, it should reinforce the precision farming approach 
already adopted by the production subsidiaries and reduce 
our impact on the environment. The partnership with WWF 
France was also renewed. 
Numerous examples illustrate the constant search to 
improve agricultural practices such as trialling aerial 
treatment by automated drone or mapping all plantations 
with each banana tree identifi ed by an electronic chip. In 
terms of social matters, the issue of gender equality, in 
an historically very male-dominated industry, is also the 
subject of many programmes. Our transport activity is also 
an area of permanent innovation with the primary objective 
of reducing fuel consumption and GHG emissions. In 
2019, the fl eet of ships was once again optimised, notably 
through the addition of a container ship. 2019 was also the 
year in which we prepared for the arrival of the new cleaner, "low-sulphur" fuels that we have 
been using since January 1, 2020. Finally, Compagnie Fruitière has invested a great deal of effort 
in the World Banana Forum, which works with all the stakeholders in the sector to promote best 
practices in areas such as working conditions, gender equality, agricultural practices, energy 
consumption control, etc
In 2020, the company is still on course, despite the health crisis, and is organising itself to be 
even more resilient and to anticipate the social and environmental challenges ahead.  

JÉRÔME FABRE, 
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN

EDITORIAL
Founded in 1938 in Marseille, Compagnie Fruitière was 
built around the business of trading fruit from Africa. 
Over the course of time, the family business grew its 
activities by incorporating all industry trades so as to have 
the best command of the traceability and quality of its 
products. Today, the main areas expertise of Compagnie 
Fruitière include:  

  Fruit and vegetable production, concentrated in 4 
countries on the African continent: Cameroon, Ghana, 
Senegal and Côte d'Ivoire and one Latin American 
country: Ecuador. Today, Compagnie Fruitière is 
the no. 1 producer of fruit in the Africa, Caribbean 
and Pacific region, with annual volumes of over 
500,000 metric tons in West and Central Africa, 
mainly of bananas, pineapples and cherry tomatoes. 
An increasing proportion of the bananas produced 
are certifi ed organic or fair trade.
   The transport of those products using a specialised 
maritime fl eet of 9 ships for producers, importers 
and freight forwarders. In addition to its fleet, 

Compagnie Fruitière manages port locations and 
logistics companies (warehousing, land transport 
and transit clearance).
 The import of fruit and vegetables from all over the 
world from its own plantations and from third-party 
producers (trade activity).
   Banana ripening via its network of ripening centres, 
spread over 7 countries, which is now the most 
extensive in Europe.
  Distribution, which corresponds to marketing fruit 
and vegetables in the various markets to supermarkets 
and specialist retailers in Europe and Africa.

As it grew, Compagnie Fruitière opted for African 
territories, historic partners of its production activities. 
Even now, this connection with Africa makes the Group 
distinct from a cultural, structural and operational point 
of view. The recent development in Latin America makes 
it possible to expand the supply for a better quality of 
service.

OUR HISTORY
IN A FEW DATES

OF COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE
PRESENTATION

Companies cannot 
develop without fully 

committing themselves 
to a sustainable 

approach that respects 
human beings and 

nature.

Partnership with
the Dole Group

Entry of new fi nancial partners to 
the capital.

Association with Dole ends

Plantations developed
in Africa (Cameroon in 1987

and 1991, Côte d’Ivoire in 1997,
Senegal in 2001 and Ghana in 2003)

2014

Acquisition of Dole 
Fresh UK, commercial 

subsidiary
2008

2015
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transporter and 

logistics 
operator
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1938
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Fruitière

is
founded

in Marseille

Acquisition of Dole 
Spain / Portugal, 

commercial subsidiary
2011 The Gyal 

ripening centre 
in Hungary is 
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2016

The Stradella
ripening centre

in Italy is acquired

2017

2 new ripening 
centres are 

purchased in Italy

2019

A banana
plantation

is purchased 
in Ecuador

The Kampen 
ripening centre 

in the Netherlands
is bought

2018

1987 2003
1992

The Wigan
ripening centre
is inaugurated in

the United Kingdom

2014



ACTIVITIES
AND LOCATIONS 

ACROSS THE WORLD

LogisticsProduction

Trade Services

Partnership with 
small-scale 

planters

13,000 ha
 of cultivated 

areas
of which 10,500 ha 

for bananas

20,659
employees

980,000 t
metric tons 

of fruit and vegetables 

distributed

560,000 t
metric tons of fruit and vegetables

produiced
• of which 520,000 t of bananas 

• of which 87,000 t sold 
in Africa

€746m
turnover

in 2019

Major 
producer 

of Fairtrade / Max Havelaar 
certified bananas 

(in terms of planted areas)

106,000 t
metric tons of fruit and vegetables

distributed 
in Africa

320,000 t
metric tons 

of fruit and vegetables

imported
GHANA

Leading
banana

producer

CAMEROON
ECUADOR

IVORY COAST

ITALY

SPAIN

THE NETHERLANDS

HUNGARY

FRANCE

UNITED KINGDOM

BELGIUM

PORTUGAL

SENEGAL

MOROCCO



 STRENGTHENING 
CSR ORGANISATION

The Group's CSR policy is steered and coordinated by 
a team of two people attached to the Group’s General 
Secretariat and the Executive Chairmanship. This team 
is supported by a community of CSR managers, who 

themselves report to the General Management of each 
subsidiary. Subsidiaries are responsible for implementing 
the Group's 15 CSR action plans.

EXECUTIVE CHAIRMANSHIP

SUBSIDIARY 
CSR 

MANAGERS

QUALITY 
DEPARTMENT

HRD

PURCHASING 
DEPARTMENT

QHSE 
DEPARTMENT

FINANCE 
DEPART-

MENT

TRADE 
DEPARTMENT

PRODUCTION 
DEPARTMENT

LOGISTICS
DEPARTMENT

LEGAL
DEPARTMENT

AGRONOMY/
R&D

DEPARTMENT

SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC 

COMMITTEE/
STAFF REPRE-
SENTATIVES

GENERAL 
SECRETARIAT

GROUP
CSR 

DEPARTMENT

PROMOTING
EXEMPLARY WORKING CONDI-

TIONS THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE 
VALUE CHAIN.

Continually contributing
to the socio-economic

and environmental
development of the 

territories we are located in

A STRATEGY
BASED ON 

3 PILLARS AND
15 COMMITMENTS

#8a Promoting respect for 
human rights
#8b Improving working 
conditions
#9 Developing employees’ 
skills and career paths
#10 Promoting diversity and 
preventing discrimination

#11 Putting a 
sustainable sourcing 
policy in place
#13 Being vigilant 
about the working 
conditions of third 
parties on our sites

ENCOURAGING
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE 
AND ACTIVITIES WITH LESS

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

#3 Continuing to implement more 
environmentally friendly agricultural practices
#4 Promoting crop diversifi cation
#5 Integrating the energy and climate 
dimension on and around production sites
#12 Mastering energy and its impact 
on the climate in logistics
#14 Mastering energy and its impact 
on the climate in ripening centres
#15 Practising sustainable marketing

SETTING UP
POSITIVELY IN THE TERRITORIES WE 

ARE LOCATED IN

CORE FOUNDATION: 
GOVERNANCE

 AND DISCUSSION
WITH STAKEHOLDERS

#1 Strengthening 
CSR organisation
#2 Discussing and 
communicating 
the CSR approach

SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

ECONOMY

#6 Strengthening participation in 
developing the local economic 
fabric
#7 Pursuing actions to improve 
the living conditions of local 
communities

1. 2.

3.

The strategy was created from a materiality analysis 
of the Group’s sustainability challenges. A list of 40 
pre-selected challenges was drawn up. Their level of 
importance to the Group’s long-term development was 

then assessed through consultation with 23 internal and 
external stakeholders representing each trade and CSR 
issue of the Group.

OUR CSR STRATEGY IS BASED ON

3 PILLARS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL, ECONOMIC

CSR 
AT COMPAGNIE FRUITIERE  #1
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Among the 15 commitments that make up
its CSR strateg, lCompagnie Fruitière has set 
itself the aim of ensuring its employees’ 
well-being at work and encouraging
their fulfi lment. These objectives can be 
broken down into 3 areas of continuous 
improvement:

 Promoting respect for human
rights.

  Improving working conditions.

  Developing employees’
skills and career paths.

As part of its continuous improvement process, Compagnie Fruitière has established
a framework for regular consultation with its stakeholders and pursues an active policy 
of discussion, both internally with its employees and social partners, and externally with 
customers, suppliers, NGOs and public institutions in France and abroad.

THE CSR REPORT 2019

In line with its commitments and in order to make its CSR 
approach accessible to all stakeholders, Compagnie 
Fruitière communicates this report in both paper 
and electronic formats. Internally, the collection of 
CSR data at Group level serves as a basis for defi ning 
improvement actions. Data reporting is accessible to 
all CSR managers in the Group's subsidiaries. It allows 
best practices to be shared and performance to be 
monitored.

The indicators in this report were chosen on the basis 
of their relevance to the Group’s CSR challenges and 
the specifi city of its trades (commerce, production, 
logistics, etc.). A summary table of these indicators, 
as well as any compliance with GRI (Global Reporting 
Initiative) standards and the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) is included in the 
appendices.

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

SUPPLIERS AND 
SUB-CONTRACTORS

CUSTOMERS

LOCAL COMMUNITIES

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL NGOS
LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS

PROFESSIONAL 
FEDERATIONS

COLLABORATORS / 
SOCIAL PARTNERS

TEACHING AND 
RESEARCH

CSR EXPERTS
Participation in working group, 
consultation with stakeholders, 

co-financing of development projects, 
joint actions and support 

with international institutions

Speeches and discussions 
during specific events: 

activity reports, steering committees

 Joint research programmes (social and environmental 
LCA, agroecology, organic development), 

hosting work experience students and apprentices, 
speaking at schools

Dialogue with employees, employee 
representatives and trade unions: regular meetings, 

reports, poster campaigns, specific events

Strategic and technical partnerships, 
testing, participation in the work of 

professional organisations 
(commission members, 

administrators or chairpersons)

Regular meetings, steering committees, website, 
CSR reports, joint projects, development and 

monitoring and action plans

MEDIA

Ad hoc invitations for the press to our sites: 
press statements and/or files, website, 

CSR report

Operational partnerships, patronage, 
awareness campaigns, 

strengthening skills, regular dialogue 
with communities, specific events, 

website, activity reports

Trade meetings, 
consultation with stakeholders, 
responses to questionnaires, 

CSR audits requested by clients,
 CSR reports, 

specific questionnaires

Workshops, trade meetings, 
sharing good practices, 

evaluations, audits, certification 
procedure: specific events 
(e.g. site visits), brochures, 

reports, Sedex platform, 
website

INVESTORS
Website, CSR report, 
specific questionnaires

Compagnie 
Fruitiere’s 

stakeholders

FAVORISER
UNE AGRICULTURE DURABLE

ET DES ACTIVITÉS À MOINDRE
IMPACT ENVIRONNEMENTAL THE STAKEHOLDERS

IN FRUIT
1.DISCUSSING AND COMMUNICATING 

THE CSR APPROACH
 #2
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Wherever Compagnie Fruitière operates, it ensures 
compliance with local and international regulations on 
human rights and employment. Its social policy relies on 
respect for human rights and on international standards 
of conduct in particular, including the ILO Fundamental 
Conventions, the ETI (Ethical Trading Initiative) Base Code 
and the ISO 26000 Guidance on corporate responsibility. 
Compagnie Fruitière also applies the ten principles of 
the United Nations Global Compact on Human Rights 
(mainly the prohibition of child labour, prohibition of 
forced or obligatory labour, the prevention of all kinds 
of racial, ethnic or sexual discrimination, respect for the 
right to organise or bargain collectively), employment 
rights, protection of the environment and the fi ght against 
corruption. Furthermore, the production subsidiaries 
undertake not to employ individuals younger than 18 years 
old, regardless of the minimum working age according 
to local regulations.

In 2012, the Group's commitment was made offi cial in a 
voluntary statement applied by all production subsidiaries: 
the Declaration of Social and Environmental Responsibility 
for the African production companies of Compagnie 
Fruitière.

Since 2016, a Voluntary Group Corporate Responsibility 
Charter was defi ned at Group level, applicable to all 
Compagnie Fruitière subsidiaries regardless of their 
activity or geographic location.

These various initiatives lead the Group and its partners 
into a virtuous cycle of continuous improvement.

RESPECT FOR   
HUMAN RIGHTS

PROMOTING

AT COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE

HUMAN 
RESOURCES

•  designing and implementing internal communication 
initiatives in support of the Group's challenges and by 
encouraging sharing and networking

•  steering the remuneration and benefi ts policy in force 
within the Group.

Compagnie Fruitière will have 20,659 employees in 2019, 
including 16,675 on permanent contracts, i.e. nearly 81% 
of the total workforce. 
As a committed employer, Compagnie Fruitière builds 
employee loyalty through a variety of initiatives: training 
sessions in French language skills, a competitive 
remuneration and benefi ts policy, a favourable working 
environment, and employee participation in cultural and 
community initiatives. Recruitment processes favour 
the hiring of local employees: wherever the Group has 
a presence, the majority of employees and managers 
are from that country.

In 2019, a social action plan for each production subsidiary was consolidated and validated
with precise targets to reach for each area of action:

COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE IS COMMITTED

Compagnie Fruitière is implementing an ambitious 
social action plan to promote respect for human and 
employment rights and its employees’ well-being.

RÉPARTITION DE L’EFFECTIF GLOGAL 
PAR MÉTIER, 

en 2017

94 %

2 %
1 %

3 %

ProductionLogistiqueCommerceHolding et services

RÉPARTITION DE L’EFFECTIF GLOGAL 
PAR ZONE GÉOGRAPHIQUE, 

en 2017

2 %

Afrique Europe

1 %

1 % 96%

RÉPARTITION DE L'EFFECTIF GLOBAL 
PAR TYPE DE CONTRAT DIRECT

2017

19 %

81 %

FIXED-TERM CON-
TRACT, PROFES-
SIONALISATION/AP-
PRENTICE CONTRAT, 
CASUAL WORKERS,
SEASONAL WORKERS

PRODUCTION

LOGISTICS

COMMERCE

HOLDING AND 
SERVICES

DISTRIBUTION OF GLOBAL WORKFORCE 
BY TRADE AS OF 31/12/2019

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION
OF GLOBAL WORKFORCE AS OF 

31/12/2019

DISTRIBUTION OF GLOBAL WORKFORCE 
BY TYPE OF DIRECT CONTRACT

AS OF 31/12/2019

EUROPE
OUTSIDE FRANCELATIN

AMERICA FRANCE

AFRICA

HUMAN PROFILE AND EMPLOYMENT POLICY

The human resources policy is characterised by two 
major particularities:
•  The high proportion of employees (96%) in Africa
•  The seasonal nature of the activity in Senegal with its 

spring cultivation activity or in Europe during peaks in 
commercial activities.

HUMAN RESOURCES POLICY
AND MEANS PUT IN PLACE

Employees’ well-being depends on safety, working 
conditions, social dialogue and skills development. These 
concerns are central to the human resources policy, 
based on the company's values.

ORGANISATION

To successfully carry through its human resources policy, 
Compagnie Fruitière relies on teams that participate 
in and contribute to the development of all strategic 
decisions. In particular, they are in charge of:
•  defi ning common policies and processes for the Group's 

human development
•  developing and managing programmes to strengthen 

skills and management

EMPLOYEES’ SKILLS AND CAREER 
PATHS

DIVERSITY AND PREVENTING
DISCRIMINATION

THE WORKING CONDITIONS OF 
THIRD PARTIES ON OUR SITES

PROMOTING
EXEMPLARY WORKING CON-
DITIONS THROUGHOUT THE 

ENTIRE VALUE CHAIN

• Preventing forced or compulsory labour
•  Combating child labour

• Workplace well-being
• Occupational health and safety

•  Employability of employees

• Diversity
• Female employment

•  Subcontractors and providers

WORKING CONDITIONS

1.1 1.2

HUMAN RIGHTS
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1/ DECENT WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Improving working conditions is a major approach in 
the Group’s human resources policy. The production 
subsidiaries in Cameroon, Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana and 
Senegal provide all employees with social benefi ts above 
the national minimum.
Compagnie Fruitière also contributes to giving employees 
a better quality of life at its production subsidiaries, 
by improving access to housing and by organising 
collective transport systems from residential areas to the 
workplaces. In Côte d'Ivoire, Cameroon and Ghana, for 
example, the company provides housing for employees. 
Also in Ghana, the company built a company nursery in 
2019 on the outskirts of its banana plantation. In Europe, at 

Everyone working for or with Compagnie 
Fruitière has the right to a working 
environment that ensures their health and 
safety, whether it is their physical or mental 
well-being, in particular through awareness 
campaigns and prevention initiatives.

COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE IS COMMITTED

With a view to continuously improving the working 
environment, the human resources departments are 
gradually generalising the organisation and promotion 
of activities contributing to the improvement of the 
quality of life at work.

the French and English subsidiaries, the Group organises 
specifi c activities as part of the European Week for Quality 
of Life at Work and Disability at Work.

IMPROVING 
WORKING 
CONDITIONS

2/ OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

Employees’ overall health
Since the creation of its subsidiaries, Compagnie Fruitière 
has provided its employees and their families with health 
and social protection services.
All Group employees also benefit from full health 
insurance and are monitored through annual medical 
check-ups. This approach is stepped up for crop 
protection operators in the production companies. 

Risk prevention and strenuous working conditions
Another major approach in Compagnie Fruitière’s human 
resources policy consists of preventing occupational 
hazards and reducing strenuous working conditions. 
For example, in 2019, SCB will continue to roll out an 
occupational risk prevention plan launched in 2017. The 
results made it possible to identify the type of personnel 
as well as the tasks that are most at risk during production 
activity. The actions envisaged lay mainly in providing 
at-risk staff with Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) and 
improving their medical monitoring. Overall at Group 
level, the number of lost-time accidents decreased by 
44% between 2018 and 2019.

An occupational health and safety policy has been 
formalised for all production subsidiaries. It puts forward 
three fundamental principles that guide employees in 
their daily work:

•  accountability, including through training and awareness 
campaigns

• working safely

• teamwork

Employees are made aware of the importance of 
integrating safety-enhancing behaviours into their 
work environment, optimising safety performance and 
reducing or eliminating workplace accidents.

No employee may join the company without fi rst having 
been trained in safety within the framework of their 
activities.

Since 2014, Compagnie Fruitière has been taking part in 
an awareness and training programme on occupational 
health and safety in the BOHESI (Banana Occupational 
Health and Safety) banana sector in Cameroon. This 
programme is carried out in partnership with IDH (a 
Dutch government initiative), the IUF (a federation of 
trade unions) and Banana Link (an advocacy NGO) and 
is part of the activities of a commission from the World 
Banana Forum, which aims to strengthen the safety of 
banana workers. Since 2018, this programme has been 
implemented at the Compagnie Fruitière subsidiary in 
Ghana with encouraging results.

In 2019, a health and safety programme for female staff 
was validated and implemented.

COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE IS COMMITTED

Health and well-being at work are key aspects of the 
Group's social policy. In view of its success with internal 
stakeholders, the BOHESI project will be deployed in 
2020 in Cameroon based on the experience in Ghana.

 EVOLUTION OF THE FREQUENCY RATE
OF ACCIDENTS AT WORK 

AS OF 31/12/2019

EVOLUTION OF THE SEVERITY RATE
OF ACCIDENTS AT WORK

AS OF 31/12/2019

The signifi cant progress made year on 
year refl ects the effectiveness of the prevention 

and security measures implemented by the company.

TAUX DE FRÉQUENCE
DES ACCIDENTS DU TRAVAIL

DECREASE 
OF 45 %

2018 2019

18 %

10 %

TAUX DE GRAVITÉ 
DES ACCIDENTS DU TRAVAIL

2018 2019

0,09 %

0,10 %
INCREASE

OF 11 %

1.3
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For the year 2019, the IUF through its 
African Banana Workers' Network has 
implemented its annual programme 

for the benefi t of workers in the banana industry.

  A specifi c four (4) day seminar in Cameroon 
on the theme: "Sexual Harassment in the 
Workplace and its Socio-Economic Impact”, 
with the objectives of:
• informing, educating, training and preparing 

managers at different levels;
• and making them capable of taking relevant 

action to prevent and combat sexual 
harassment at work.

  Two National Seminars in Ivory Coast and 
Cameroon on: "The Mutualisation of Social 
Forces: An Asset for Workers and Companies" 
with the main objectives of:
• strengthening the operational capability and 

functionality of existing umbrella structures;
•  encouraging the establishment of new 

umbrella structures;
•  identifying all the trade union organisations in 

the banana sector companies with a view to 
integrating them into the ongoing process;

•  contributing to transforming the social 
climate in the Company and making it 
conducive to the various improvements 
expected by the workers.

  The sixth edition of the Regional Banana 
Industry Workshop took place in Ghana from 
02/09/2019 to 04/09/2019 around the theme: 
"The consolidation of working conditions and 
relationships: A necessity and an opportunity 
for Banana Industry Companies in Africa. ”

This workshop had several objectives:
• achieving a wider knowledge and a good 

mastery of the working conditions in each of 
the Companies of the sector in Africa; 

• strengthening the capabilities of participants 
through the knowledge and useful information 
that will be made available to them; 

• promoting fundamental freedoms in all 
companies in the sector and ensuring their 
effective enjoyment;

• strengthening inter-organisational synergy at 
a regional level;

• developing inter-organisational exchanges and 
the sharing of good practices;  

• contributing to the increase in the number of 
female employees in companies in the sector;  

• and contributing to the promotion of equal 
treatment for workers;

• developing regional solidarity at a social and 
professional level; 

• promoting a culture of discussion and negotiation 
in all Companies, a guarantee of lasting social 
peace and prosperity;  

• contributing to transforming the social climate 
in the Company and making it conducive to the 
various improvements expected by the workers.

In total, in 2019, the activities carried out concerned 
four hundred and thirty-fi ve (435) workers from 
Compagnie Fruitière’s subisidiary production 
companies in Africa, including 219 men and 216 
women in 15 days.

Guillaume Tossa, Coordinator of the IUF 
African Network* for the banana sector.

3/ SOCIAL DIALOGUE

Compagnie Fruitière believes that social dialogue is 
a valuable tool for taking into needs into account and 
even anticipating employee expectations, principally 
in terms of woring conditions. The Group respects the 
right of its employees to form or join any representative 
organisation of their choice, including trade unions or 
workers' organisations, and to organise to participate 
in collective bargaining. It respects the role and 
responsibilities of the social partners and undertakes 
to negotiate with them on matters of collective interest. 
As of 31/12/2019, 100% of staff are represented by at least 
one institution for staff representation (staff delegate, 
works councils, social and economic committee, 
employee representative, trade union representative 
or health, safety and working conditions committee) .  
In all subsidiaries concerned, meetings are regularly 
organised between employee representatives and 
the management. The agreements made within the 
production subsidiaries relate to both permanent and 
temporary employees, including seasonal workers 
employed on the sites. Additionally, Compagnie Fruitière 
actively collaborates with the IUF (International Union 
of Food Workers), which regularly organises actions 

to bolster the skills of union representatives in the 
production subsidiaries in Africa. This partnership 
contributed to structuring social dialogue sustainably 
within these subsidiaries.
In Cameroon and Côte d'Ivoire, for example, the various 
trade unions are organized into trade union platforms to 
enable a better structuring of social dialogue within these 
subsidiaries. In Ghana, wages are negotiated annually 
within the framework of this structured social dialogue.

IUF: International Union of Food, Agricultural, Hotel, Restaurant, Catering, Tobacco and Allied Workers' Associations

*International Union of Food, Agricultural, Hotel, Restaurant, Catering, Tobacco and Allied Workers' Associations
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One of the major approaches of the Compagnie Fruitière 
social policy concerns developing employees’ skills and 
career path, regardless of their hierarchical level, trade 
or geographic location.

This approach is at the heart of the Group's success and 
longevity. It responds to the following 3 management 
approaches:
•  A culture of performance: specifi cally for the production 

trades, in 2016, the Group created a Managerial 
Performance Improvement (MPI) Plan, the aim of which 
was to build on the training and skill development 
processes for managers. The professional and 
managerial skills of supervising teams were assessed 
and a three-year employee development plan was 
defi ned. 

•  An open door policy: the manager demonstrates that 
they are open-minded, willing to listen and forward-
thinking.

•  Human development: training centres dedicated to 
the banana business have been set up at each of the 
production sites, where non-managerial employees 
are welcomed. These are genuine professional centres 
which are also open to national operators wishing 
to retrain for other roles. Finally, the Group provides 
literacy courses for certain employees to promote 
social integration and their employees’ employability.

COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE IS COMMITTED

A specifi c action plan is gradually being implemented 
to monitor career paths more closely and encourage 
workers to follow training leading up to a diploma or 
certifi cate. Compagnie Fruitière also encourages the 
internal transmission of knowledge.

For production subsidiaries, a specifi c training plan has 
been defi ned around 5 main areas.
Generally speaking, training needs are identifi ed by 
following the company's development policy, annual 
appraisals and professional interviews, or in relation to 
safety standards and internal mobility. 

DEVELOPING
SKILLS

NUMBER OF WORKERS
TRAINED

PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES
TRAINED

DURÉE MOYENNE 
DES FORMATIONS* PAR SALARIÉ

11,991

2018

11,638

2019

NOMBRE TOTAL D’HEURES 
DE FORMATION DISPENSÉES

57 %

2018

56 %

2019

1.4
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One of the main thrusts of Compagnie Fruitière's human 
resources policy is to develop ways to retain the female 
staff already in the workforce and to attract more of 
women.
The majority of Compagnie Fruitière's employees are 
men (83%). One of the macro-objectives of the Group's 

social action plan is to retain and attract mo re women in 
its workforce, as illustrated by the cases of the GEL and 
GDS subsidiaries, whose female workforce grew by 11% 
and 19% respectively between 2018 and 2019. Overall, 
the proportion of women in the Group will continue to 
increase by 4% in 2019.

AND PREVENTING DISCRIMINATION
PROMOTING DIVERSITY 

In the context of its sustainable purchasing approach, 
Compagnie Fruitière deploys measures to ensure 
that human rights are respected by its suppliers, 
subcontractors and providers. For instance, this is the 
case for the production subsidiaries in Africa, which, 
when the contract is signed, demand that their providers 
do not employ workers younger than 18 years old. 

ABOUT THE WORKING CONDITIONS
OF THIRD PARTIES ON OUR SITES

BEING VIGILANT 

Since 2016, Compagnie Fruitière has strengthened its responsible purchasing approach by 
adopting a CSR clause in its commercial contracts. Its policy in this area is gradually being 
formalised to cover all of the Group's major suppliers.

COMMITMENT OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE SUPPLIERS

Compagnie Fruitière obtains most of its fruit and 
vegetables from its own plantations and partner 
producers. To guarantee product quality, compliance 
with the growing specifi cations for each variety of fruit 
and vegetables, food safety and sound risk management, 
the Group has had a CSR clause since 2016, to which 
100% of its suppliers are signatories at Group level.

As part of its CSR approach, the Group takes measures to 
ensure that human rights are respected within its supply 
chain, beyond the practices implemented by its own 
subsidiaries. This approach also aims to ensure better 
traceability of imported products and contribute to the 
improvement of the social and environmental practices 
of all its suppliers.

Specifi cally for fruit and vegetables purchased from 
third party producers or brokers, Compagnie Fruitière's 
Quality Department issues a supplier fi le containing all 
the points of commitment to be made by the supplier. 
This approach is combined with checks on product 
traceability, hygiene and safety measures taken from 
when the fruit is picked in the fi eld to the fi nal consumer, 
etc. Compagnie Fruitière implements specifi c monitoring 
plans depending on the type of product and any risks. 
These plans include the analysis of phytosanitary residues 
on samples by independent laboratories.

At the level of the production subsidiaries, a Responsible 
Purchasing action plan was formalised in 2019 to 
strengthen CSR actions:

•  Organisation of training and awareness-raising sessions 
for subcontractors working on their production sites 
(for example, respecting safety regulations, using PPE 
in particular)

•  Inclusion of a CSR clause in commercial contracts 
established at Group level and with its subsidiaries. 
This clause includes the principles of the UN Global 
Compact and the commitments of the Compagnie 
Fruitière CSR Charter, itself inspired by ISO 26000 
standards. The Group also demands compliance with 
local social and environmental regulations as well as 
international agreements such as the International 
Labour Organization conventions (see Chapter on 
“Respecting Human Rights”).

•  A questionnaire sent by the Quality Department to 
some suppliers to monitor their practices, use of 
treatment products and compliance with the proposed 
specifi cations. This approach falls under a continuous 
improvement process which is regularly audited by 
third-party bodies mainly as part of certifi cations or 
evaluations (for example IFS Broker certifi cation or the 
SMETA evaluation). 

PUTTING A      
SUSTAINABLE    
SOURCING POLICY     
IN PLACE

Awareness-raising meetings and spot checks are carried 
out regularly. Measures are also taken to ensure that the 
providers effectively cover the social contributions of 
their employees operating in the business.

IMPROVING WORKING CONDITIONS AND ATTRACTING MORE FEMALE WORKERS
AT GOLDEN EXOTICS LIMITED (GEL)

Since 2017, Banana Link and the International Union of Food Workers (IUF) have been working in partnership 
with Compagnie Fruitière and its subsidiary Golden Exotics Limited (GEL) to address the low rate of female 
employment at the Kasunya banana plantation in Ghana.
Within this framework, we have been able to make major advances within the company on the issue of 
gender equality, notably through the adoption of a policy to prevent sexual harassment at work, the 
implementation of a policy focusing on occupational health and safety risks for female employees and 
the construction of a company nursery. 
GEL's employment fi gures highlight the impact of the company's commitment. In just 2 years, GEL has 
increased its female employment rate in banana planting by 50%, up from 8–12% previously. In organic 
plantation specifi cally, women now account for more than 20% of workers, more than double the workforce 
as of January 2018.
In addition, the company now has 10 women in managerial positions, including 2 women who lead a team 
of workers in the fi eld and in the packing station.
Packing stations have also been adapted to enable women to undertake more tasks safely. The increase 
in organic banana production offers more employment opportunities for women in the fi eld.
The GEL project is an outstanding example of innovation and commitment by a company's leaders, 
working closely with its employees and their unions, which proves that a fairer workplace for all can 
be built. We encourage Golden Exotics to continue to make the best possible use of its workforce 
and external stakeholders to achieve its goal of improving employment conditions and increasing its 
female workforce.

Jacqui Mackay, 
National Coordinator, Banana Link

1.5
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Agricultural production is at the heart of Compagnie 
Fruitière's activity. The farming methods it deploys in 
each country must be adapted to each agro-climatic 
context. Having been established for many years in these 
areas, Compagnie Fruitière is aware of the fragility of its 
environment and the importance of including the notion 
of sustainability to guarantee its own longevity as well 
as that of the surrounding environment. 
For these reasons, and also to meet the expectations 
of consumers and customers, Compagnie Fruitière has 
identifi ed its main challenges in terms of environmental 
impact and defi ned plans for progress: reducing the use 
of synthetic crop protection products and fertilisers, 
protecting the soil and limiting the impact on biodiversity.
To speed up the implementation of new solutions, the 
Compagnie Fruitière teams are supported, among others, 
by CIRAD teams of experts in the framework of the 
B2A (Banane Agro écologique pour l'Afrique) multi-year 
support programme.

1/ REDUCING THE USE
OF CROP PROTECTION PRODUCTS
AND SYNTHETIC FERTILISERS

Although reduction programmes have been in place for 
years, the use of synthetic crop protection products and 
fertilisers remains one of the major sources of potential 
risk of impact on the health of workers and on the natural 
environment. To further improve its practices, Compagnie 
Fruitière relies on its teams of internal experts who help 
to improve practices every year, but also on external 
expert resources from specialised institutes such as those 
of the IRSTEA, CNRS, CIRAD, WWF, etc.
The quantities of active ingredients used, pesticides and 
fertilisers, are precisely monitored in all the plantations 
and have been constantly reduced in recent years, thanks 
to a demanding policy adapted to each situation, despite 
the sometimes strong parasite pressure:

  Triggering treatments according to monitored 
thresholds

  Developing decontaminated fallow fi elds with the 
option of sanitising plants

  Managing the integration of biological pests, notably 
through the use of benefi cial insects to fi ght against 
them

  Placing sanitising plants under banana plantations 
for their multiple contributions to the environment

OUR FARMING PRACTICES
IMPROVING

As a producer in fi ve countries,

COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE       
is particularly committed to:

  Continuing to implement more 
environmentally friendly agricultural 
practices 

  As well as promoting crop 
diversifi cation 

  Integrating the energy and 
climate dimension on and 
around production sites In early 2019, Compagnie Fruitière 

signed a multi-year collaboration 
agreement with CIRAD (The French 

Agricultural Research Centre for 
International Development) to 

speed up the introduction of new 
agro-ecological practices on all its 

banana plantations.

PRODUCTION
OF FRUIT

2.
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Some examples of achievements in 2019:
In Ghana, an organic agriculture conversion test was 
launched on a plantation area of about 10 ha. Depending 
on the results, a more significant conversion of 
conventional surfaces could be envisaged. 
In Côte d'Ivoire, as part of a partnership with a 
supermarket distributor, a dedicated sector has benefi ted 
from an experimental technical itinerary according to 
specifications developed jointly with CIRAD teams. 
The objective is to have eliminated the use of all crop 
protection treatments within 3 years by replacing them 
step by step with new agro-ecological practices.
In Senegal, the use of auxiliary insects, enabling the 
suppression of pesticides thanks to this bio-control 
solution developed in 2018, encountered diffi culties in 
2019 and must therefore be redeployed in 2020/2021.
Other experimental areas are also being set up in the 
group's various plantations to test more agro-ecological 
methods of control against cercosporiosis, the main 
scourge of banana cultivation. The use of mineral oil, 
authorised in organic farming, is for example a widely 
developed method, either as a complement or as an 
alternative, which makes it possible to signifi cantly reduce 
the quantities of active ingredient applied.

2/ DEVELOPING
ORGANIC FARMING

The organic farming specifi cations prohibit the use of 
synthetic input, which limits the negative impact on 
the environment and the health risks for employees. As 
announced as part of its partnership with WW France, 
Compagnie Fruitière has confi rmed its desire to increase 
its organic acreage. In 2019, extensions continued in 
Ghana, Côte d'Ivoire and Ecuador despite diffi culties 
in guaranteeing suffi cient yields all year round and the 
very high quality standards demanded by European 
customers. Mastering the organic farming technical 
itinerary remains a challenge for the teams and requires 
even more regular monitoring of parasitism.

COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE IS COMMITTED

Compagnie Fruitière has set a target of having 20% of 
its surface area certifi ed as organic by 2025, compared 
to 9% in 2019. Developing organic areas involves 
establishing of new plantations while also converting 
conventional plantations such as in Côte d'Ivoire and 
Ghana.

To communicate the improvements made transparently and 
meet their customers’ demands, the production subsidiaries 
of Compagnie Fruitière use various certifi cations.

VOLUME OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLES 
produced by the Group  from certifi ed organic 

 plots, in metric tons 

PRODUCTION  AREAS
certifi ed organic,  as % of total banana 

production area

SURFACES 
DE PRODUCTION

certifiées biologiques, 
en hectares

VOLUME DE FRUITS ET LÉGUMES 
produits par le Groupe issus de parcelles 

certifiées biologiques, en tonnes

MULTIPLIED
BY 1,7

7 %

2018

9 %

2019

17,218

2018

29,214

2019

SURFACES 
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VOLUME DE FRUITS ET LÉGUMES 
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3/ CONSERVING BIODIVERSITY
IN AND AROUND
THE FIELDS

The implementation of agro-ecological practices such 
as herbicide reduction with certifi ed organic sanitising 
plants and certifi ed organic crops, for which most of the 
organic matter is provided by compost, help to maintain 
biodiversity in fi elds and soils. 

Around plantations, the non-production areas located 
along the perimeter are left unmanaged so that their 
natural character is preserved. In Ghana, for example, 
on the outskirts of GEL’s new organic plantations, 730 
hectares have been kept to create an untouched buffer 
zone to help maintain biodiversity. The protection of these 
areas remains a delicate issue that requires training and 
permanent dialogue with local communities in a context 
of increasing land pressure.

PRECISION FARMING

Whether through automated irrigation, the 
exhaustive development of a map of all banana 
plants with unique identification by RFID 
chip via the internal SIPA program or aerial 
treatment tests by drone, Compagnie Fruitière 
intends to take advantage of the potential 
provided by new technologies to optimise 
its resources and yields while minimising its 
impact. The drones, currently being tested 
according to local regulations, make it 
possible for example to treat delicate border 
areas with extreme precision without risk to 
the health of any neighbouring population or 
drift. Treatment can be initiated at the best 
time of the day with no one on site and in 
the best weather conditions, even at night.

PARTNERSHIP AND THESIS WITH IRSTEA

In December 2018, after more than three years 
of research, an engineering student completed 
his thesis, within the framework of the IRSTEA 
partnership, on spraying models of treatment 
products. The objective achieved allows the 
nozzles of the spreading devices and the 
emulsions used to be optimised in order to 
reduce the quantities of active ingredient 
required while improving the treatment’s 
effectiveness. The study shows a potential for 
a 30% reduction in the quantities of active 
ingredients used. 

In 2019, all treatment aircraft were recalibrated 
to optimise spraying.

Accelerating the introduction of new ecological farming practices as part 
of a multi-year partnership with CIRAD

WITH CIRAD FOR AN 
AGRO-ECOLOGICAL BANANA

Six specifi c objectives have been identifi ed and validated 
to structure this partnership in 2019:

  Better control of cercosporiosis 

  Reducing the impact of land-based parasitism 

  Optimising nutrition and maintaining soil fertility 

  Developing service plants in new cropping systems 

  Developing a decision-support instrument (DSI) 
for fallowing and in relation to parasitic sanitation

  Developing specifi c agricultural itineraries of high 
environmental value

Other objectives will be added soon:

  Controlling fruit storage diseases (post-harvest 
treatment) 

  Establishing a plant pathology laboratory in Africa

  Developing environmental performance monitoring 
tools (Life Cycle Assessment, LCA)

  Testing and contributing to the development of 
new resistant varieties (TR4, Cercosporiosis)

INITIAL ASSESSMENT

In 2019, a complete inventory of the group's three 
banana plantations was carried out with CIRAD teams 
in order to gain a good understanding of the situation in 
terms of agricultural practices, infestation, soil quality, 
climate, etc. This mapping of all areas was put into 
perspective with the programme's overall and specifi c 
objectives in order to defi ne the road map of the 20 
priority actions for 2019/2020. 

STRUCTURING THE PARTNERSHIP

A Steering Committee and a Technical Committee 
comprising members of the two entities were set up 
to structure and validate the programme's objectives 
and their progressive implementation according to a 
jointly validated schedule.
This programme relies on CIRAD's external human 
resources but also on Compagnie Fruitière experts at 
headquarters or in each of the production subsidiaries. 
As a result, it allows a real sharing of experience while 
building on the best developments already made in 
each country. 

A quarterly internal newsletter co-written by the teams 
of the 2 partners will be developed in 2020 to ensure 
the best possible sharing of information between all 
stakeholders in the project and in all subsidiaries.

PARTNERSHIP

Signed at the beginning of 2019, three overall 
objectives structure this partnership: 

  Improving the environmental performance of 
plantations by reducing the use of synthetic 
products (treatments and fertilisers)

  Improving yields by controlling parasitism 
and optimising input 

  Reducing costs by reducing input and 
optimising resources
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In addition to the impact on soil and biodiversity linked to agricultural practices, Compagnie 
Fruitière seeks to decrease the global impact of its agricultural production on the environment. 
Specifi cally, this relates to reducing the consumption of natural resources (water and 
energy) as well as the different sources of pollution (effl uents, waste and greenhouse gas 
emissions) associated with production.

RELATED TO OUR PRODUCTION ACTIVITY

1/ CONSUMING 
NATURAL RESOURCES

Production subsidiaries accurately measure their use of 
natural resources, especially water. Water consumption, 
which is important for banana cultivation, is also the 
main source of electricity consumption in production 
through the pumping and watering necessary for 
the plant’s proper nutrition. To optimise use of this 
resource, a precise measurement of the plant's needs 
is carried out throughout the year. In Côte d’Ivoire, a 
stock of capacitive sensors determining the humidity 
and evaporation of the soil helps by triggering irrigation 
only when needed and on localised areas. Micro sprinkler 
irrigation, which distributes water better at the foot of 
the bed, is also being developed on all surfaces in Ghana 
as a replacement for drip irrigation. 
In general, the production subsidiaries do not use water 
resources from drilling, to avoid exploiting the water 
table used for human consumption. Global warming, 
perceptible in certain areas such as Ghana or Cameroon 
in 2019, with a particularly marked dry season, entails 
an increase in water needs that could increase further 
in the future. 

2/ EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT

All packaging stations in the production subsidiaries are 
equipped with effl uent recycling and treatment systems, 
which reduce water consumption and pollution at the 
same time. In terms of the effl uents on the plantations, 
analyses are carried out regularly by approved 
laboratories using samples in the rivers and waterways 
near the plantations. Lastly, certain subsidiaries test new 
techniques to manage effl uents in an innovative way: 
for instance, SCB opted for biological treatment of its 
effl uents using fi ltering plants, complete with physical 
treatment using screening, decanting and aeration.

In 2019, 

93 million 
m3 of water
were consumed by the 
production subsidiaries, 
an increase of 13% due 
to surface developments 
and the effects of global 
warming.

REDUCING       
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

3/ WASTE MANAGEMENT

Several types of waste are generated by production 
activities: organic waste (e.g. stalks or hands of bananas 
removed by mistake), waste from packaging (palettes, 
boxes, etc.) and other waste such as plastic sheets 
installed around banana bunches to protect them.
Organic waste is usually composted and reused in 
production. Other types of waste collected are either 
reused or transferred to approved treatment or recycling 
networks, such as the crop protection product containers 
that are returned to suppliers. Since 2019, efficient 
recycling channels have been in place in all our production 
subsidiaries, so plastics are no longer stored. 
The test of biodegradable tarpaulins for pineapple 
cultivation carried out in 2019 will not be renewed in 
2020 because of the cost which is much too high for a 
pineapple market that is very dependent on price. 
A quarterly internal newsletter co-written by the teams of 
the 2 partners will be developed in 2020 to ensure the best 
possible sharing of information between all stakeholders 
in the project and in all subsidiaries. In addition, the new 
SIPA programme for integrated production management, 
currently being deployed, identifi es each banana plant 
and will make it possible to control and optimise a large 
number of production parameters. The improvement 
in the productivity generated will be based, among 
other things, on reducing the organic waste in the fi eld 
or in the plant. An innovative trial is also under way in 
partnership with Cycle Farm in Ghana: organic banana 
waste is given as food to a company that raises insects, 
and in return, the excrement of these insects is used 
to enrich the nutritional value of the organic compost.

4/ REDUCING GREENHOUSE
GAS EMISSIONS

The main sources of greenhouse gas emissions by 
the production subsidiaries are linked to the use of 
fertilisers for farming and electricity consumption for 
water pumping.
Since 2018, a program covering all subsidiaries aims to 
reduce the quantities of fertilisers used progressively, 
thanks to precise monitoring of the coverage of plant 
needs by the input. In 2019, this programme has made 
it possible to reduce external fertiliser inputs by 7%.

CONSOMMATION D’ÉLECTRICITÉ 
DES FILIALES DE PRODUCTION EN MWh

INCREASE
OF 2,2 %

49,373

2018

50,486

2019

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION 
OF THE PRODUCTION SUBISIDIARIES

IN MWh

ÉMISSIONS DE GES 
DES FILIALES DE PRODUCTION,

en tonnes d’équivalent co2

2018 2019

19,822
21,827

INCREASE
OF 10 %

CO2

GHG EMISSIONS OF 
THE PRODUCTION SUBSIDIARIES,

in metric tons of CO2 equivalent

PRODUCTION DE FRUITS 
ET LÉGUMES

en tonnes

500,000

2018

560,000

2019

PRODUCTION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLES,
in metric tons

SURFACES CULTIVÉES
en hectares

2018 2019

12,698
12,928

AREAS CULTIVATED,
in hectares
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The two entities even wanted to broaden the scope 
of their joint refl ection and improvement actions by 
setting themselves the broader objective of reducing 
pressure on ecosystems. This involves three levers due 
to the group's vertical integration model.

IMPROVING FARMING PRACTICES

The initial priority objective of this partnership remains 
the one centred on the fruit production trades to 
improve agricultural practices. 
Compagnie Fruitière has made a commitment in a joint 
statement with WWF France, 

  to improve its agricultural technical itineraries 
towards more agro-ecological practices and 
  to increase the percentage of organically cultivated 
land, with a target of 20% by 2025. 

The partnership with CIRAD signed in 2019 is one of the 
ways of speeding up this transition, which is already 
under way in plantations.

LIMITING ILLEGAL WILDLIFE 
TRADE BY SEA

In 2020, Compagnie Fruitière will join the initiative, 
led by WWF France, along with other land and air 
transport companies, which aims to collectively consider 
corporate policy towards the illegal wildlife trade and 
to develop tools to change practices towards reducing 
traffi cking.
Another way to reduce pressure on natural ecosystems.

TAKING BIODIVERSITY INTO ACCOUNT
AS A MATTER OF THE GROUP'S 
EXPANSION POLICY 

To help reduce the pressure on ecosystems, Compagnie 
Fruitière will be accompanied by WW France to study 
the implementation of a policy of non-conversion of wild 
ecosystems by consolidating the various procedures at 
head offi ce and plantation levels, and by adding WWF 
France's recommendations. 
This policy would allow Compagnie Fruitière to have 
a toolbox at its disposal in the event of an expansion 
of the agricultural areas to identify "convertible" areas 
and areas, on the contrary, to be preserved. 

In September 2019, Compagnie Fruitière and WWF France renewed their 
commitment to a three-year partnership towards a more sustainable 

farming that is more respectful of ecosystems.

WITH WWF FRANCE
PARTNERSHIP

TERRITORY
OF THE FRUIT

3.

A FRUIT’S TERRITORY OR 
ORIGIN is as fundamental a characteristic as 
that of its production conditions. The two aspects 
are closely intertwined: the territory affects the 
nature and agricultural practices of the cultivated 
fruit, and on the other hand, the production of 
the fruit contributes to the economic and social 
development of the territory. For Compagnie 
Fruitière, contributing to regional development is 
a major focus of its CSR strategy. For several years 
now, the Group has deployed a global approach 
aiming both to promote the economic dynamics 
of its location countries and improve the living 
conditions of local communities. This approach is 
structured around 2 major areas:

  developing the local economic structure

  improving living conditions in local 
communities

 LE WWF ACCOMPAGNE 

LA COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE 

VERS UNE AGRICULTURE 

RESPONSABLE ET DURABLE
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1/ PROMOTING 
LOCAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The Group contributes to economic development 
projects. In Côte d'Ivoire, the partnership with the IECD 
continues to create employment for women in rural areas.

This partnership with the IECD* has resulted in:

  access to a range of technical training courses 
  the provision of expertise to support the achievement 
of the co-operative's objectives
  the provision of seeds and plant treatment products
  support for the cooperative in marketing of vegetable 
produce by ensuring the delivery of produce to 
OCEANA, Compagnie Fruitière's commercial 
subsidiary in Côte d'Ivoire

This project contributes to improving living conditions in 
villages and allows families to become more autonomous.

Compagnie Fruitière focuses its actions on 
the economic and social development of its 
African production areas:
• o n  t h e  o n e  h a n d ,  p r o m o t i n g 

entrepreneurship, in particular in the agri-
food sector

• and, on the other hand, spreading 
agricultural know-how

These areas are consistent with the Group's 
business and expertise, and relevant to local 
economic contexts and challenges.

THE LOCAL ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

STRENGTHENING 
PARTICIPATION
IN DEVELOPING

2/ SHARING AND SPREADING
SUSTAINABLE FARMING TECHNIQUES

In the production countries where the Group is located 
(Cameroon, Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana and Senegal), agriculture 
signifi cantly contributes to local economic dynamics. 
Compagnie Fruitière plays its part by promoting local 
and sustainable agriculture in village plantations. More 
specifically, the Group raises awareness, trains and 
supports local producers in the move towards better 
agricultural practices. 

In Côte d'Ivoire, SCB launched the Océana project in 
2013, which aims to develop networks of farmers to 
supply the local and sub-regional market. Based on a 
village model that aims to pass on validated technical 
know-how to small-scale planters, the project has 
led to the establishment of simplifi ed specifi cations, 
including a component to raise awareness about the 
proper application of crop protection products. Océana 
ensures the logistics and distribution of this production 
to retailers for traditional markets, restaurants and mass 
retailers located in Abidjan.

COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE IS COMMITTED

Compagnie Fruitière is looking to further boost 
its actions in support of agricultural and agri-
food entrepreneurship by relying mainly on three 
elements: sharing inspiring practices between 
production subsidiaries; reinforcing the existing 
partnership with the IECD; researching and 
formalising new local partnerships and developing 
a skill-sharing system using internal expertise 
identifi ed within the Group, for the benefi t of the 
assisted players.

*European Institute for Cooperation and Development.
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In relation to the socio-economic conditions of the 
countries in which it is located and its status as a leader 
in fruit production in Africa, Compagnie Fruitière works 
on the ground to contribute to improving the living 
conditions of local communities, in the three following 
areas in particular:

  Access to water

   Education 

  Health

1/ ACCESS TO WATER

Compagnie Fruitière contributes to fi nancing essential 
infrastructure, such as water and electricity networks, 
urban sanitation facilities, waste management facilities 
and road construction and maintenance. 

For example, the Group has enabled the water network 
in the village of Bouba in Cameroon to be rehabilitated 
and is financing drinking water access programmes 
three Kasunya villages in Ghana. In Côte d'Ivoire, SCB 
has contributed to the construction and rehabilitation 
of boreholes and water towers, as well as to the 
establishment of a drinking water supply and distribution 
network.

2/ EDUCATION

Education is Compagnie Fruitière’s second priority area of 
intervention. As a matter of fact, children are the makers 
of tomorrow’s economy; promoting education today is 
a way of guaranteeing better economic development 
in the years to come.
The Group is supporting the construction and/or 
renovation of a dozen school complexes, open to both 
the children of employees and those from the surrounding 
communities. The production subsidiaries are also 
fi nancing the distribution of school supplies and the 
setting up of school canteens. In Côte d'Ivoire, at SCB, 
transport for primary and nursery school pupils is free, as 
are school fees. In Cameroon, PHP is fi nancially supporting 
a school group that provides education for children from 
nursery through to the fi nal year of high school, and 
contributes up to 50% of the tuition fees for children of 
non-managerial employees. Lastly, the subsidiary GDS 
has developed a programme to promote education and 
organises, in partnership with the IEF* in Saint-Louis, a 
“Day of Excellence” during which the area’s best pupils
are awarded prizes.
In Ghana, GEL funds scholarships for the children of its 
employees. Wherever possible, literacy and French 
language courses are offered.

OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES
THE LIVING CONDITIONS

A TEXTBOOK CASE THAT BECAME A SUBSIDIARY
IN ITS OWN RIGHT: LA CLÉ DES CHAMPS

ClassM created and developed a central purchasing 
unit for vegetable and food produce initially to supply 
the facilities at a mine in Gabon. A genuine local SME, 
La Clé des Champs SARL has continued to develop by 
selling its products to catering companies, hotels and 
restaurants and even to resellers in local markets in 
Libreville, Lambaréné and Port Gentil. Today it employs 
52 permanent employees, more than 50 temporary 
workers and works with nearly 800 farmers. 
Recently, classM and La Clé des Champs opened a 
central purchasing offi ce in Bafoussam, Cameroon: ASL 
(Agro Sourcing Logistics).

Wanting to become even more established in its 
environment, in 2019 La Clé des Champs is undertaking 
to support small producers by launching a co-
production programme, the PAPA project (Programme 
d'Accompagnement de Projet Agricole, or Agricultural 
Project Support Programme in English). This involves:
•  Financing countryside inputs (seeds, fertilisers, 

equipment, human resources)
•  Giving technical support to farmers in the production 

process by providing them with technical assistance 
dedicated to the project

• Buying all the produce at harvest time

To manage this programme effectively, La Clé des 
Champs has hired an agricultural engineer for technical 
assistance and has lent €90,000 to the farmers.  
Eventually, if the test phase is successful, several hundred 
farmers will be involved.

For more information, see www.classm.fr

 Created in 2011 in Marseille, the company classM joined Compagnie 
Fruitière in 2017. ClassM is an operational research and consulting fi rm in 

Africa. ClassM assists its clients with calculating the dimensions
of diversifi cation projects (new countries, new activities)

as well as with deploying corporate policies (RSE) directed
towards local economic development.

3.2CLASSM

We intervene upstream from 
the design of projects to their 
implementation. Our vision 
is that industrial projects are 
sustainable and profi table if they 
take into account all local realities, 
particularly economic development. 
The solutions we develop for our 
customers are therefore part of 
this reality: "what is profi table is 
sustainable".

François-Xavier d'Ornellas, 
co-founder et co-director
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DEVELOPING
ADDITIONAL CROPS

In addition to the main crops (banana, pineapple, 
cherry tomato, corn, mango), Compagnie Fruitière is 
also committed to growing other products on its land, 
either for local consumption or for export, drawing on 
the wealth of its established territories. 

These activities, which are managed either directly 
(pepper, cocoa, exotic fl owers and foliage in Cameroon, 
food crops in Senegal) or through partnerships with small 
farmers (mangoes in Côte d'Ivoire, cocoa in Cameroon), 
enhance the value of the region of origin or, as in Senegal, 
help to maintain stable employment for employees 
throughout the year. Some products from the Penja 
region in Cameroon have acquired a solid reputation 
today: Penja pepper, which has recently been granted 
a PGI; the Penja exotic fl ower plantation, created in 1921, 
with nearly 300 plant species, is well known among 
European customers; cocoa from this region is renowned 
among some of the greatest European chocolate makers. 
This success has also led Compagnie Fruitière to recently 
create one of the fi rst ranges of chocolate that is 100% 
produced in Africa, from bean to bar. 

These activities strengthen the 
economic attractiveness and 
resilience of these agricultural areas.

One of the primary objectives 
to sustain these activities is to 
strengthen their marketing locally 
and in the West African sub-region.

PRODUCTION AREAS

PEPPER 48 ha

COCOA 46 ha

EXOTIC FLOWERS 90 ha

CROPS OUTSIDE THE SUGAR CROP 
YEAR (GDS)

45 ha

3/ HEALTH

Health is one of the main focusses of the Group’s material, 
human and fi nancial support. Initially only directed at 
employees, the Group-funded projects grew and now 
even reach families and inhabitants of the areas that 
border the plantations. 

Firstly, Compagnie Fruitière promotes access to health 
infrastructures: the Group has created, fi nanced and 
equipped, in partnership with the Order of Malta France, 
two reference hospitals near its production sites in 
Cameroon and Côte d'Ivoire. The Group also built around 
thirty healthcare centres (clinics, medical practices, 
infi rmaries, maternity wards and dispensaries). Every 
year, more than 200,000 consultations are carried out 
at these establishments. To facilitate access to the two 
hospitals for the local population, a system of subsidised 
rates has been put in place.

In addition, to contribute to the fi ght against infectious 
diseases, the Group’s production subsidiaries organise 
on-site vaccination campaigns and sessions to raise 
awareness in the two hospitals and directly in the 
neighbouring villages. Compagnie Fruitière distributes 
material used for disease prevention – for example, 
to fi ght malaria in Côte d’Ivoire, and in collaboration 
with National Programme for the Fight Against Malaria 
(PNLP), around 1,500 insecticide-treated mosquito nets 
are handed out to pregnant women and women with 
infants. Similarly, to fi ght against AIDS, the production 
subsidiaries distribute contraceptives and organise 
voluntary screenings, all whilst avoiding the stigmatisation 
of people living with the virus.

3.3
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JOURNEY
OF THE FRUIT

4.

COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE  
has chosen the vertical integration model 
for its activities to guarantee the quality and 
traceability of its industry and products. 
In addition to production, the company 
controls the logistical processing in the 
ports, sea transport, the ripening of its fruit 
arriving in Europe and its fi nal distribution to 
customers. With nearly 800,000 metric tons 
of fruit transported and ripened, the group is 
aware of its impact and has defi ned priorities 
to limit it: 

  Mastering energy and its impact
on the climate in logistics 

  Mastering energy and its impact
on the climate in the ripening centres 

  Practising sustainable marketing

Compagnie Fruitière is one of the world's leading 
producers (areas planted) of Fairtrade Max Havelaar 
certifi ed bananas, mainly through the certifi cation of its 
subsidiaries in Ghana, Cameroon and Ecuador. In 2019, 
40,000 metric tons of bananas produced by the Group 
will be Fairtrade certifi ed, representing 8% of its total 
production.
Fairtrade Max Havelaar certifi cation includes environmental 
guarantees (restriction on the use of certain treatment 
products, management of water, waste and biodiversity, 
etc.) and social guarantees (human rights respected, 
social dialogue, working conditions, health and safety, 
development). It also includes economic and fi nancial 
requirements such as the payment of a guaranteed 
minimum price.
Under the Fairtrade system, workers receive a 
development bonus, statutorily set at US$1 per banana 
parcel, which is paid into a bank account managed 
entirely by the workers organised for this purpose.
In 2019, Fairtrade committees in Cameroon and Ghana 
have collected €1.8m in bonuses to fund a number 
of community development projects chosen by the 
workers themselves: construction work on a vocational 
training centre, classrooms, a science laboratory for a 
high school, a company nursery, fi nancing a canteen for 

PROMOTING 
FAIR TRADE

workers, providing buses to transport staff and community 
members, distributing 20% of the bonus to workers, etc.

3.4
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Compagnie Fruitière ripens nearly 450,000 metric tons 
of bananas each year. In 2019, the number of ripening 
centres, which has been further expanded with two 
new sites in Italy, will be spread over seven countries: 
France, Spain, Portugal, the United Kingdom, Hungary, 
the Netherlands and Italy. 
As greenhouse gas emissions are linked to the electricity 
consumption of the banana ripening process, efforts 
have been regularly focused on improving this activity 
for several years. Optimising fl ows to maximise chamber 
fi lling rates and renovating ripening systems are the two 
main levers for reducing power consumption.
In 2019, the slight decline in volumes sold did not make 
it possible to maintain the decline observed in previous 
years in electricity consumption per metric ton of ripe 
bananas. 

The construction of new ripening centres in France 
(replacing the Rungis site) and in England (the Dartford 
ripening centre was closed and replaced by London 
Gateway, ideally located in a port) will make it possible 
to benefi t from more energy-effi cient sites offering the 
latest ripening technologies.

LIMITING THE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
OF RIPENING CENTRES

In 2019, the Group operated a fl eet of 9 ships and then 
8 ships in the second half of the year, spread over 2 
regular shipping lines between Africa and Europe, 
dedicated to transporting its own fruit or that of third 
party producers. Along with the consumption of fuel 
oil by ships, maritime transport is the main source of 
carbon emissions among Compagnie Fruitière's various 
activities. A carbon assessment on transport is carried 
out every year in order to steer the special effort that is 
made to optimise this consumption. 
In 2019, fuel oil consumption, and consequently GHG 
emissions, fell sharply against a backdrop of a very slight 
drop in activity. This reduction is linked to an evolution 
of the fl eet which integrates larger capacity vessels that 
better optimise the quantity of fuel consumed per metric 
ton transported. The 4 vessels of the Mediterranean 
service (Lady) have been replaced by 3 larger capacity 
vessels (C Star). On the northern line, the fi rst container 
ship in the AEL fl eet, which arrived at the end of 2017, has 
gradually increased its power with a very encouraging 
energy performance.

At the same time, the renovation of Compagnie Fruitière's 
container fl eet is continuing, gradually enabling the 
company to benefi t from models that consume less 
electricity.

Finally, 2019 also allowed us to prepare the fl eet to adapt 
to changes in international shipping regulations, which 
require the use of new low-sulphur fuels as of January 1, 
2010 (0.5% vs 3.5%).

COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE IS COMMITTED

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has set 
targets for reducing GHG emissions (-40% from 2008 
to 2030 or -2.3% per year on average over the period). 
AEL seems for the moment to be well in line with these 
objectives.
The continuous evolution of the fl eet remains a major 
challenge for AEL with the objective of reducing 
consumption per metric ton transported. The solutions 
being considered include using new fuels such as LNG 
and integrating new container ships into the fl eet.

REDUCING THE
ENERGY AND 
CLIMATE IMPACT 
IN LOGISTICSWASTE MANAGEMENT

To reduce food waste, a partnership has been in place 
for several years at some of our sites with the company 
Phénix, which collects unsold bananas (non-standard 
bananas) to distribute them to charities that help the 
most disadvantaged. Since 2019, in order to go further 
with waste management efforts, a test has been under 
way with the company Trotec in France, which recovers 
bananas that cannot be recycled by Phénix and transforms 
them into fl our for animal feed. Similarly, for fruit waste 
(pineapple, lychee), a project is under way with the 
company AgriCompostGaz to reuse this waste by 
transforming it into gas and compost.

AVERAGE ENERGY PERFORMANCE
OF THE RIPENING CENTRES

(KWh consumed by metric ton 
of ripened bananas)

PERFORMANCE ÉNERGÉTIQUE 
MOYENNE DES MÛRISSERIES 
(KWh consommés par tonne 

de bananes mûries)

INCREASE
OF 12 %

66

2018

75

2019

HEAVY FUEL OIL CONSUMPTION
OF THE SUBSIDIARY AEL IN MT

GHG EMISSIONS LINKED TO LOGISTICS 
ACTIVITY

in metric tons of CO2 equivalent

ÉMISSIONS DE GES LIÉES 
À L’ACTIVITÉ DE LOGISTIQUE,   

en tonnes d’équivalent CO2

DECREASE
OF 6,8 %

306

2018

285

2019

2018 306
2019 285
Baisse de 6,8%

CONSOMMATION DE FIOUL 
LOURD DE LA FILIALE AEL 

EN M3

DECREASE
OF 5,7 %

98,1

2018

92,5

2019

4.1 4.2
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12

12

DEVELOPING FARMING PRACTICES 
THAT ARE RESPECTFUL 
OF THE ENVIRONMENT

E.g. • Reducing the use of 
crop protection 
products on plantations
• Developing organic farming

PRACTISING RESPONSIBLE 
MARKETING

E.g.: • Partnership with the start-up 
Phénix to reuse unsold 

produce and reduce food waste
• Developing organic and Fairtrade products

MASTERING ENERGY
AND ITS IMPACT ON

THE CLIMATE IN LOGISTICS

E.g.: • Introducing a new ship
to improve the carbon emissions
per metric ton transported ratio

• Carrying out a carbon assessment
through the subsidiary AEL

PROMOTING CROP 
DIVERSIFICATION

E.g. Experimenting and 
implementing innovative 
agro-ecological practices like 
sanitising plants

INTEGRATING THE ENERGY 
AND CLIMATE DIMENSION 
ON AND AROUND 
PRODUCTION SITES

E.g. • Installing photovoltaic 
panels in Senegal
• Life cycle analysis of bananas
in partnership with Elsa-Pact

PUTTING A 
RESPONSIBLE SOURCING

 POLICY IN PLACE

E.g.: Increasing purchases
of certified organic and/or

fair trade fruit and vegetables
 (outside of the

Group’s production)

PROMOTING DIVERSITY AND
PREVENTING DISCRIMINATION

 
E.g.: creating women’s

committees, researching solution
to attract more women to

production sites

PROMOTING OBSERVANCE 
OF HUMAN RIGHT AND IMPROVING 

WORKING CONDITIONS

E.g.: implementing agreements aiming 
to promote well-being at work

DEVELOPING IMPROVEMENT 
ACTIONS FOR THE LIVING CONDITIONS 
OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES

E.g.: Consolidating access to essential services
for the local population, developing education 
and health care infrastructure

STRENGTHENING 
PARTICIPATION IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
LOCAL ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

E.g.: Participating in the IECD’s 
Transform project in Cameroon 
and Côte d’Ivoire, to support the 
creation of SMEs in the food 
production sector

RESPONSIBLE 
CONSUMPTION 

AND PRODUCTION

12

CONTRIBUTION OF THE GROUP’S CSR
APPROACH TO THE UNITED NATIONS

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
GOALS (SDGS)

APPENDICES

INDICATOR SUB-INDICATOR UNIT 2019 2018 GRI 
STANDARD PAGE

Turnover €M 746 720 102–7 6

Workforce

CDI workforce No. 16,675 16,683

102–8 12Total number of 
employees No. 20,659 21,010

Areas cultivated
(production + fallow 
fi elds)

Total 
ha

12,928 12,698

6

of which bananas 10,113 9,841

Production of fruit 
and vegetables

Total 
T

560,000 500,000

102–7of which bananas 520,000 454,000

of which bananas sold 
in Africa T 87,000 40,000

Electricity 
consumption Total MWh 93,241 86,932 302–1 26

Distribution
of electricity 
consumption by trade, 
between 01/01 and 31/12

Production

kWh

50,485,934 49,372,873

302–1 26Logistics 5,170,782 4,542,985

Commerce 37,584,369    33,016,889

Greenhouse gas
emissions12 Total T CO2 eq 324,527 339,813 305–1 / 305–2 36

Direct and indirect
greenhouse gas
emissions
Distribution of greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions
from the Group’s electricity 
and fuel oil consumption, 
by trade, between 01/01 
and 31/12

Production 

kg CO2e

 21,827,886 19,822,576 305–1 /305–2

36

Logistics 297,547,006 312,132,984

Commerce 8,945,024 7,858,019

SUMMARY TABLE OF THE INDICATORS AND COMPLIANCE
WITH GRI STANDARDS

GENERAL INDICATORS

12.  The greenhouse gas emissions were calculated from the electricity consumption of the subsidiaries, the consumption of domestic fuel oil and heavy fuel oil (AEL). The 
indicator specifi cally excludes emissions related to the use of fuels like diesel for vehicles. The emissions factors were collected in the ADEME’s resource centre for 
greenhouse gas emissions.



INDICATOR SUB-INDICATOR UNIT 2019 2018 GRI 
STANDARD PAGE

Use of pesticides Total quantity 
of active doses of pesticides applied 
between 01/01 and 31/12 (number of 
litres of pesticide)
*  amount of active ingredient indicated 

on each product)

Herbicides

g

33,453,974 36,859,952

304–2

22
Fungicides 279,034 328,532

Insecticides 4,396,869 4,372,256

Nematicides 49,088,178 50,579,884

Use of pesticide 
per cultivated hectare
Total quantity of active doses of 
pesticide applied between 01/01
and 31/12 per cultivated hectare

Herbicides

g / ha

3,089 2,784

Fungicides 27,532 23,225

Insecticides 366 366 22

Nematicides 4,086 4,239

Use of synthetic fertilisers
Total quantity of active doses of 
synthetic fertiliser applied between 
01/01 and 31/12 (number of kg of 
synthetic fertiliser
*  percentage of fertilising units indicated 

on each product)

N

kg

3,934,696 4,187,841

22
PSO5 773,347 965,659

K2O 4,961,714 5,241,996

Total quantity of active doses 
of synthetic fertiliser applied per 
cultivated hectare, between 01/01
and 31/12cultivated hectare, between 
01/01 and 31/12

N

kg / ha

330 351

22
P2O5 65 81

K2O 416 439

Cultivated areas certifi ed organic agriculture ha 913 765
304–2

23

Production of fruit and vegetables certifi ed organic agriculture T  29,214 17,218

Electricity consumption Production subsidiaries only  MWh 50,485 49,372
302–1

26

Water consumption Production subsidiaries only m3 99,306,247 91,737,067

Total waste
production

Organic waste

T

4,124 4,284

306–2

27

Waste from packaging 1,442 2,484

Other waste 2,014  1,418

Greenhouse gas
emissions20 Production subsidiaries only T CO2

eq 21,827 19,822

INDICATORS FOR THE CHAPTER 
"THE STAKEHOLDERS IN FRUIT"

INDICATOR SUB-INDICATORSUB-INDICATOR UNITUNIT 20192019 20182018 GRI GRI 
StandardStandard PAGEPAGE

Workforce

CDI workforceCDI workforce

No.No.

16,67516,675 16,68316,683

102–8102–8

1212

Total CDD workforce, Total CDD workforce, 
professional/apprentice contracts, professional/apprentice contracts, 
daily workers, seasonal workers daily workers, seasonal workers 
under direct contractsunder direct contracts

3,9843,984 4,3274,327

Total workforce (permanent Total workforce (permanent 
contract, fi xed-term contract, contract, fi xed-term contract, 
expatriates, professional/expatriates, professional/
apprentice contracts, daily apprentice contracts, daily 
workers under direct contract, workers under direct contract, 
seasonal workers under direct seasonal workers under direct 
contract)contract)

20,65920,659 21,01021,010

Distribution of global 
workforce by geographical 
area

Full-time equivalentsFull-time equivalents

No. No. 

19,64819,648 19,52419,524

FranceFrance 345345 351351

Europe outside FranceEurope outside France 305305 268268

AfricaAfrica 19,86719,867 20,26620,266

Latin AmericaLatin America 142142 125125

Distribution of global 
workforce by trade

ProductionProduction

No.No.

19,47419,474 19,45919,459

LogisticsLogistics 434434 393393

CommerceCommerce 568568 457457

Holding and servicesHolding and services 212212 198198

Distribution of global 
workforce by gender

WomenWomen
No.No.

3,5333,533 3,2403,240

MenMen 17,13217,132 17,56217,562

Recruitment and leavers in 
permanent workforce

Hiring on permanent contractsHiring on permanent contracts
No. No. 

1,0221,022 1,6541,654
401–1401–1

Permanent contract departuresPermanent contract departures 1,0231,023 1,1771,177

Distribution of global 
workforce by professional 
category and by gender

Executives and senior executivesExecutives and senior executives
- women- women

No.No.

9090 8686

405–1405–1

Executives and senior executivesExecutives and senior executives
- men- men 371371 352352

Supervisors – womenSupervisors – women 193193 176176

Supervisors – menSupervisors – men 839839 831831

Employees – womenEmployees – women 467467 614614

Employees – menEmployees – men 2,0512,051 3,3623,362

Workers – womenWorkers – women 2,7832,783 2,3512,351

Workers – menWorkers – men 13,87113,871 13,02513,025

Social dialogue Employees represented by a staff Employees represented by a staff 
rep. bodyrep. body %% 100 %100 % 100 %100 % 1616

INDICATORS FOR THE CHAPTER
" THE PRODUCTION OF FRUIT "

20. This indicator only corresponds to emissions related to the electricity consumption of the production subsidiaries.

22. These data are from the logistics subsidiary AEL only.
23.   This data concerns the subsidiary AEL for its transport activity.

INDICATOR SUB-INDICATOR UNIT 2019 2018 GRI 2018

Fuel consumption Heavy fuel oil22 metric tons 92,571 98,136 302–1

36Direct and indirect greenhouse 
gas emissions23

Logistics subsidiaries 
only T CO2 eq 293 312 305–1 / 305–2

Average energy performance
of the ripening centres

kWh/tonne 75 66 305–1 / 305–2 37

INDICATEURS FOR THE CHAPTER "THE JOURNEY
OF THE FRUIT"



In 2019, the Endowment Fund maintained its commitment to work in balanced proportions on its 
4 pillars of action: health, education, the environment and culture and on its 2 key territories: 
Marseille and Africa. As the relevance of patronage and how it is fi nanced is questioned in France, 
we have concentrated our support on a more limited number of partners by trying to fi nd out the 
impact of actions and following up projects better. We are more convinced than ever of the effi ciency 
of these philanthropic schemes, especially when we see them unfold before our eyes in Marseille. 
With educational programmes for young migrants, integration or cultural mediation schemes for 
young people in priority neighbourhoods, the work of charities in the fi eld is extraordinarily well 
targeted. In African countries, we support important programmes in the fi elds of education and 
health: for example, in the DRC, via the Raoul Follereau Foundation, 2,000 children from confl ict 
zones are being cared for; in Ghana, 800 children from rural areas are being helped to learn to read 
by the Oye Foundation. In 2019, interest in exchanges between Africa and Marseille has also been 
confi rmed. In terms of medical research topics, for example, we support the IHU Méditerranée 
Infection centre, a centre of excellence in the fi ght against infectious tropical diseases. Cross-
cultural exchanges have also shown all their interest and richness. African artists (from Cameroon 
and Ethiopia) have been received in residence in Marseille and artists from Marseille have been 
welcomed in African countries via the Versant Sud and Friche la Belle de Mai associations.

MARIE-PIERRE FABRE
Chairwoman

MISSION

The Compagnie Fruitière Endowment Fund 
was created in 2012 at the initiative of Robert 
Fabre, Chairman of Compagnie Fruitière. Its 
action is in line with the social responsibility 
approach launched by the Company. 

In Africa, the Fund works alongside NGOs and 
charities to improve the living conditions for 
the most vulnerable by promoting access to 
water, electricity, health care and education. 

Since 2016, the Fund has also been developing 
its action in Marseille by supporting project 
leaders in the fi elds of health, education, culture 
and the environment.

More info at www.fdd-cf.com

IN PARALLEL
THE COMPAGNIE FRUITIÈRE

ENDOWMENT FUND

Dagana, Northern Senegal (GRET international NGO)

7 
BENEFICIARY AFRICAN COUNTRIES:

Cameroon, DR Congo, Senegal,
Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire,

Madagascar and Ethiopia

7
EDUCATIONAL

PROJECTS

8
HEALTH

PROJECTS

4
CULTURAL
PROJECTS

2
ENVIRONMENTAL

PROJECTS

2
JOINT ARTISTIC RESIDENCIES

between Marseille
and Africa

21
PROJECTS SUPPORTED

in Marseille
and in Africa:

BENEFICIARIES
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